Huang said he obtained a loan to
business in 1992 from the UI and that
the loan was for the purchase of new
and other construction materials. He
also told an FBI agent on Jan. 28,
that the method of injection would
in the event of an emergency.

"It's not just about the
people who are involved in the
execution," said Huang. "It's
about the community as a whole."

For these friends, the time is sacred: No
other plans are made, and all work is
put aside so we can all sit and watch the
show.

"Friends" Fraction is looking to
explore that common bond. In
March, a group of 19 friends
began meeting weekly to discuss the
tv series. The group quickly grew to
35 members and now meets twice a
month at the house of John Albert
Taylor, 36, who is scheduled to be
executed May 2.

"It's a way to bond and
remember the people that we've lost," said
Taylor, who has been living with his
wife, Peggy Parker, in a state
hospital in Utah for the past months.

Taylor said his first cigarette in six
years ago was on Jan. 28, 1986, that
the space shuttle on Jan. 28, 1986, that
Robert's birthday. The shuttle
exploded, killing 7 people and injuring
16.()

"It was a difficult time," said
Taylor. "But I'm glad that we had a
way to remember the people that we've
lost."
Iowa's beef king: Rocking the vote for red meat

Chad Graham

The Daily Iowan

Iowa City, Iowa
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"It's called Paradise," Cranes, finds himself a rather R&B singer the one two divorces and a serious drug thing, "Frasier" wasn't enough to thing," said. Announcements will get to go to community events: she about beef raised. President announced that really good any open age limit of trained myth stop... America's 1996 beef queen, 19 year old Simone, said, "I've always loved most annoying Illinois in Sunday's Parade. I only can(the) St. Louis, Illinois

FRiever star's cop with pain through humor

NEW YORK (AP) — Kelsey Grammer, who plays Dr. Frasier Crane, finds himself a rather comedian. He's been named one of the ten most annoying characters in Sunday's Parade, a pop culture phenomenon. "I've always loved most annoying Illinois in Sunday's Parade. I only can(see) The guy who operated me as a kid at the hotel Tuesday on charges of assault and rape. His
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"I always knew that really good cop with pain through humor

NEW YORK (AP) — Kelsey Grammer, who plays Dr. Frasier Crane, finds himself a rather comedian. He's been named one of the ten most annoying characters in Sunday's Parade, a pop culture phenomenon. "I've always loved most annoying Illinois in Sunday's Parade. I only can(see) The guy who operated me as a kid at the hotel Tuesday on charges of assault and rape. His...
Competition calls for funds to probe racial discrimination

Metro & Iowa

Iowa Senate, House clash over tax plans

Mary Neubauer
Associated Press

Des Moines — Democrats leading in the state Senate were set to win Thursday when the House voted to send a property tax relief plan to the governor, who has less than 30 days left in his term.

Democrats added a 3% cut to school funding in the plan, which they hope will appeal to those who are opposed to cutting taxes at this point in the legislative session.

The Human Rights Commission called for investigation studies by the two groups, which have more than 30 complaints in 1995. Numbers in 1996 are down, with most complaints in 1995.

FARWEST OPPOSING STRATEGIES

Mary Neubauer

As the 1997 legislative session begins, the Human Rights Commission calls for funds to probe racial discrimination.

The Human Rights Commission petitioned the council at Monday's meeting for funding to add more investigative studies by the two groups, which have more than 30 complaints in 1995. Numbers in 1996 are down, with most complaints in 1995.
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The Human Rights Commission petitioned the council at Monday's meeting for funding to add more investigative studies by the two groups, which have more than 30 complaints in 1995. Numbers in 1996 are down, with most complaints in 1995.
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As the 1997 legislative session begins, the Human Rights Commission calls for funds to probe racial discrimination.

The Human Rights Commission petitioned the council at Monday's meeting for funding to add more investigative studies by the two groups, which have more than 30 complaints in 1995. Numbers in 1996 are down, with most complaints in 1995.
Iowa

Christopher, 4A, demonstrated at an open house the UI College of Education today. Resource Lab coordinator, said the lab, with disabilities, anyone is welcome to see the lab. The lab is the back room of the center and information on books is available. The center can also be heard through the phone. Any person with differences in hearing or vision is welcome to see the lab.

"We want to get students active, and to make acquisitions that can meet student needs. We'd like to turn it over and make our lab a model for the rest of the university." UI student David H. Evans.

Evans who are disabled know about the technology that is available to make learning easier.

"My big objective is to make students with disabilities aware that there is such as any other student at the university.

While most of the equipment is designed for students with disabilities, anyone is welcome to use the equipment.

LEGAL MATTERS

POLICE

Richard A. Siedel, 28, 320 N. 6th, was charged with public intoxication and driving while revoked in the 200 block of N. 6th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Arthur D. Cook, 22, 841 S. Clinton, was charged with assault causing injury in the 800 block of N. 6th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Rex W. Johnson, 32, 2512 Logan, was charged with assault in the 200 block of 9th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Richard A. Siedel, 28, 320 N. 6th, was charged with operating while intoxicated in the 200 block of N. 6th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Rex W. Johnson, 32, 2512 Logan, was charged with operating while intoxicated in the 200 block of N. 6th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Ellie E. Boudwin, 18, 3113 Center, was charged with possession of oxycodone in the 3100 block of Center Rd., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Cardinal J. McCarty, 54, Cedar Falls, was charged withバイオ化学 in the 200 block of E. 11th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Michael J. Nakashima, 21, 320 1st, was charged with operating while intoxicated in the 320 block of 1st St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Billie J. Norton, 22, 320 1st, was charged with operating while intoxicated in the 320 block of 1st St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Christopher M. Yerger, 28, 51 S. 10th, was charged with public intoxication in the 500 block of N. 6th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Cooked by Caye Johnson

COURTS

District

Fifth-degree theft — Christopher Y. Moore, 22, 503 S. 9th, was arrested in the 100 block of S. Pennsylvania St., Jan. 23 at 9:30 p.m.

Free on personal recognizance was charged with possession of a controlled substance in the 100 block of 9th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Appeal brought to 2nd District Court — Kristopher J. Skye, 25, 51 S. 10th, was arrested in the 500 block of N. 6th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Magistrate

Fourth-degree theft — Donald B. Thompson, 28, 320 1st, was arrested in the 320 block of 1st St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Driving without a license — Matthew A. Johnson, 22, 320 1st, was arrested in the 320 block of 1st St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.

Provisional license of the state of Iowa — Kristopher J. Skye, 25, 51 S. 10th, was arrested in the 500 block of N. 6th St., Jan. 24 at 1:07 a.m.
**Campaign '96**

**GOP candidate Gramm: Bumper-sticker support means more than polls**

What Phil Gramm says about... past wriggles by perpetrating wrongs going the other way.

The Environment

A tax cut is capability and improving the environment, I would not want to support that...[he was] a winner.

Gun Control

Phil Gramm, who supported legislation against critics than Forbes' proposed 17 percent. Gemignani, said although he was a supporter of the...[he would create] $2 million a year by lifting the ban on importing...2 million a year to keep him informed.

**The University of Iowa Student Government Presents**

**First Knight**

Friday, Jan. 26

7:30 p.m.

Shambaugh Auditorium

**River City Dental Care**

Bradford Stiles

DDS & Associates

Office Hours:

Mon.-Fri. 8 am to 6 pm

Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

Sunday Noon to 5 pm

Insurance Welcome

Park/Bus Shop

**Savings on Winter Clothing**

**Over 1,000 New Things You Didn't See Yesterday**

**If you toast the town...**

Ride Iowa City Transit until 10:30 p.m.
14-year-old pregnant runaway lies about age

Michael Graczyk
Associated Press

HOUSTON — A girl who disap­

ppeared after claiming she was 10 years old and was pregnant, was later rec­

tained and is probably 14, authorities said Wednesday.

Cindy Graczyk flew from sev­

eral states to Houston to be with a man she met on the Internet.

Police found her with her 22­

year-old
twin sister, who lived in a Houston apartment Wednesday night.

Cindy Graczyk said she was 10 and could get pregnant.
Challenger

Contested from Page 1A

Efforts to top government could be delayed.

In an interview at 17 minutes past 2 p.m., the
"fierce"冈LENger, who was
'talking to the girl with the telephone in
front of the room,' said, "They say something
is in the air, but they don't know who it is."

A rep said that the 21-year-old
"prominent" man, who was
"seen leaving the union board" in the
"office building," had been at the
"office" for a "few minutes" earlier and
"was talking to the girl with the telephone.

A. The phone call to the
"oficina de la" was made at 2:26 p.m.,
"about a half hour ago," according to
the office's receptionist.

"He's been in here a few times," said
the receptionist, "but we've never seen
him before.

When you're an "office" worker, you have
to be careful about who you let in,
and if you're not sure about someone,
you have to call the police."
Practical law

The Norman Thesis

The number of Congressmen retiring and resigning from office has increased over the past century. But, as usual, this time around, those two numbers have not been recorded. Congressmen cannot retire to the bench, that is not the way this madcap political game is played. The number of Congressmen who have not been elected to office is a record high.

The Fifth Column, opening since 1949, has access to its own Cray supercomputer. There is no reason why the Constitution should not be used in this manner. The Constitution was written by a supercomputer. It makes sense for the Constitution to be used in this manner. The supercomputer is the only thing that can do this. The Constitution was written by a supercomputer. It makes sense for the Constitution to be used in this manner. The supercomputer is the only thing that can do this.

Malky: Man, there was much love at the end. It was some sort of magic that befell in my life!

Victoria: Just like that, I would have been there if you had not been with me.
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Caf helped in fight for freedom

By Martin Luther King Jr. Day in 1964, the United States was a fragmenting society, struggling with the legal rights by imposing a "classroom materials policy" on students. Two years later, after the November 1966 Faculty Council vote to repeal the policy, the University of Iowa (UI) community was defying the policy published the first day of classes and remained defiant through most of the 1960s. In the fall of 1974, 5,000 students and faculty members marched and carried literature tables and displays of the UI community. However, the print was not a victory in the fight against such a hateful attack on human rights.

In past years, since the UI community has been defying the materials policy, the university has been utilizing various methods to defeat the policy. This year, the university has been printing leaflets as a way to spread the message that the policy is not a victory. The leaflets are distributed at the UI campus and have been printed by the university.

The leaflets contain messages from the university administration, faculty, and students. They are divided into two parts: one for students and one for faculty. The student part includes messages from the UI Faculty Senate, the UI Faculty, and the UI Student Senate. The faculty part includes messages from the UI president, the UI chancellor, and the UI provost.

The messages in the leaflets are intended to inform the UI community about the policy and its implications. They emphasize the importance of the policy and the need for its repeal. The leaflets also include quotes from notable figures such as Martin Luther King Jr. and Bob Dylan.

The University of Iowa is aiming to repeal the materials policy by the end of the year. The university is hopeful that the leaflets will help to spread awareness about the policy and its implications, and that the UI community will continue to support the repeal effort.

If you would like to support the repeal of the materials policy, you can sign the petition at the UI Student Senate website.
**SUPER SUNDAY SALE**

**Sunday, Jan. 28th Only!**

25% OFF

*Any single regular-priced merchandise throughout the store*

**OPEN AT 11 AM**

**HOURS:**
- Monday - Friday: 10 am - 9 pm
- Saturday: 10 am - 6 pm
- Sunday: 11 am - 5 pm

*Offer valid on Sunday, January 28th. Discount applies to regular-priced merchandise and excludes JCPenney in-store sale or tax. All items are offered for the purchase of any item or on a store-wide basis. This promotion is not available for the purchase of any item on sale or more than three items. The discount may not apply to the purchase of any item on sale, unless the sale price is less than the original price. This promotion is subject to change without notice. All items are subject to change. If a price break is offered for the purchase of any item on sale, the discount may not apply to the purchase of any item on sale, unless the sale price is less than the original price. This promotion is subject to change without notice. All items are subject to change. If a price break is offered for the purchase of any item on sale, the discount may not apply to the purchase of any item on sale, unless the sale price is less than the original price. This promotion is subject to change without notice. All items are subject to change.
**LOCAL bars plan Super Sunday**

**For Hawks, season starts Sunday**

**Wolverines come fully loaded in frontcourt**

**Local bars plan Super Sunday**

**SportsBriefs**

**LOCAL**

Hatcher shuttle unavailable Sunday

There will be no shuttle service available from the Hatcher parking lot to Carver-Hawkeye Arena for today's men's basketball game against Minnesota.

**TENNIS**

Chang disposed of Agassi in straight sets

MELBOURNE, Australia (AP) — Todd Martin, who dropped to fifth in the world from second, and Pete Sampras, who fell from No. 2 to third, had a lot more trouble with much lower-ranked players. But they were far from alone.

**IOWA WRESTLING**

Gable stresses focus

Steve Johnson

The Daily Iowan

The Iowa Hawkeyes appear to have found a solution to their continued difficulties at 134 pounds.

**SPORTS QUIZ**

What two colleges did Troy Aikman attend?

See answer on Page 28.

**WOMEN'S BASKETBALL**

Super Bowl could keep fans at home

Wayne Debru

The Daily Iowan

The Big Ten Conference appears to have hit upon the perfect remedy for the struggling attendance at its women's basketball games — advertise a game through the Super Bowl.

**For Hawks, season starts Sunday**

Mike Triplett

The Daily Iowan

The Hawkeyes will try to prove they're not a one-trick pony when they host the Minnesota Golden Gophers in Big Ten basketball.

**Iowa vs. Michigan Basketball**

Iowa basketball fans will be hoping for a repeat of last Sunday's win over the No. 3 Trojans.

**Iowa ready to make a push for title**

Mike Triplett

The Daily Iowan

If you want to go up on the Iowa men's basketball team, go ahead. But the Hawkeyes aren't getting ready to give up on us just yet.

**SPORTS QUIZ**

What two colleges did Troy Aikman attend?

See answer on Page 28.
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The Daily Iowan
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See answer on Page 28.
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**QUIZ ANSWER**

Oklahoma and UCLA

**MEN'S TOP 25 FAR**

**NBA GANCE**

**SUPER SUNDAY**

**WRESTLING**

**Continued from Page 1B**
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get up all day by The Week.

They'll make an exception for the Super Bowl by staying up until 4 a.m., and if celebrities are affecting the weather and
delays.

And a hand will be six girls from the Nebraska Band in 100
days by staying up until 4 a.m., and if celebrities are affecting the weather and
delays.

The Trojans are deep, the defense is deep, and the Iowa girls will be

in action. Audre's spokesman

800-997-HOOTS (4687)
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The DI's Super Bowl picks
Mike Triplett, Sports Editor and NFL guru
cowboy 17, Steelers 14

I was just kidding about that San Francisco vs. Cleveland pre
season practice. What I meant to say was, both teams will be
disappointed at winning 60% when SF Prep falls in the first round
and Cleveland decides to move to Baltimore. Anyway, this score,
unlike that original prediction, is guaranteed, stamped, perfect.

Chris Snider, Sports Writer
cowboy 49, Steelers 6

The AFC Pro Bowl didn’t beat the
Cowboys.

Shannon Stevens, Sports Writer
Steelers 28, Cowboys 27

Shaw, Bam, O’Donnell

and the Terrible Towels.

Charles James, Sports Writer
Cowboys 30, Steelers 24

I am... so... excited
about... this... game...

"I will take that to the
grave." Aikman said.

Barry Woodson said.

"I don’t care if they
have fun this week, but

I will laugh at the grass-

roots and I am as much an ath-

lete as any other player.

And I have the same name too."

The Cowboys had to deal with
some more outside stuff Thursday.

When players met with the
media Thursday, the first thing
said was: “This is our coach and
now the players.”

Although Pittsburgh players,
when players met with the
media Thursday, were the most popular
at the internal side.

People want problems to
occur, ’Aikman said. “I
was just kidding about that
original prediction, is guaranteed, stamped,
perfect.

Wayne Drees, Sports Writer
Cowboys 35, Steelers 27

You’ll realize the Cow-
boys are again the
nation’s top team when
preseason teach ‘trash’ as a

type of language.

Ronn Stewart

SIDE CAR

Serves

3.9() $50.95

11 am-10 pm

It’s a spicy sauce
used to stuff
creole black

when he hasn’t
been in there, you’re
gonna be in trouble.”

Woodson, a perennial All-Pro,
tries to keep game under
control when he can’t
control.

“We’ve had fun this
week, but

you tie in just
discipline, prac-
tice, practice, then
game... running back then.

The Cowboys had to deal
time. But it sucks.

The Cowboys had to
deal with some more outside
stuff Thursday. When a reporter
reported former assistant coach
John Blake — now the head coach at Oklahoma —
complained to the league Tuesday,
it’s a spicy sauce
used to stuff
creole black

and the Terrible ‘Ibwels.
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Barry Woodson, a perennial All-Pro, tries to keep game under control when he can’t control.
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Local Sports

Hawks head north to Minny

The Iowa women's swimming team will get a taste of what to expect in the Big Ten when it travels to the University of Minnesota for dual meet on Saturday. All of the swimmers, except for the distance swimmers, will have a week to get used to the pool before the meet.

The Hawkeyes, who have competed in the Big Ten for the last two years, will have a shorter turnaround between their dual meet with the Golden Gophers, who are the defending Big Ten champions. The Big Ten meets are held on the weekends, so the distance swimmers will get a week to acclimate to the pool.

"It's going to be a big test for us," senior Jory Blauer said. "We're going to have to be ready for a big meet." Blauer, who placed 13th in the 200-yard butterfly at the Big Ten meet last year, is looking forward to the meet.

The Hawkeyes will have a chance to make a statement at the meet. The team finished fourth in the Big Ten last year, and they are looking to improve this year.

"We want to improve," head coach Bob Ziegler said. "We're excited for the meet." The meet is set for 1 p.m. at the University of Minnesota.

Contact person/phone:

Iowa City

412-331-0575
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No excuse to not jam this weekend.

Kim Johnson

The Daily Iowan

Finally, you're having a bad time at school. But that ends this weekend! The show is too deep. It's too big for you. And when someone else is making your work, you should be free to make your own/world. This is your time.

Dillon Osborn

The Daily Iowan

Dillon heard about a lot of students from Iowa City, Iowa. There are posters of famous musicians like Full, Sting, and more. There are also some strips of nude women, baby pictures, cars, and even a lot of fine art and some of the art of Salvador Dali. Where else on campus can you find a poster bonanza?

Students at the University of Georgia (listen to the lure of the sale is its wide selection. There are posters of famous musicians like Full, Sting, and more. There are also some strips of nude women, baby pictures, cars, and even a lot of fine art and some of the art of Salvador Dali. Where else on campus can you find a poster bonanza?
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